
sew on pockets in the shape of hearts

look up Yūgen + look for Yūgen

blow your lips on glass windows

make a curiosity cabinet

transmogrify

pantomime being on rollerblades

use the app "Randonautica"

keep secrets under your mattress

use a doodlebug or diviner

celebrate the ordinary

use a metal detector

pick the noses of statues

start "Wreck This Journal"

look up the history of pee + poop in space

look up the "Overview Effect"

dress in monochrome

look up monochrome dressers

give yourself a new name/identity
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give the thumbs up instead of the finger

blow bubbles in your drink through a straw

practice your Boston accent with
"smuggler" & "burglar"

smell used books

pick the bird that represents you

make an altar



look for faces in objects

have your aura photographed

memorize a poem

braid Plato's beard

say you’re so sorry but you’re
not taking questions right now

wear a bald cap

take a mime class

offer people fresh ground pepper 
at fast food restaurants 

only use outdated slang; are we
cowabunga on this

wear a bald cap with a toupée on
top

pose as a mannequin in a store
window

order diet water

drink blue Gatorade out of a Windex
bottle

visit oddity stores

cover the inside of your car in Bubble
Wrap for protection

dress in monochrome

order your Waffle House hash browns by
hitting play on the Bloodhound Gang song

cover yourself in temporary tattoos
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misquote people on purpose ("hot nasty
bad ass speed" - Eleanor Roosevelt)

organize a flash mob

tell regular groups what this "meeting" is
sponsored by
measure the distance of things in
bananas
carry confetti in your pockets & throw it
as you make dramatic statements or exits
post pictures of your pet on flyers that
say “Just Bragging” to post around town
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insist you're famous

put your condiments in a soap
dispenser (the kind with a pump)

carry around an unnecessary
accessory, like a plastic pipe

make your car an art car

send Rashida Jones mail

make up your own cuss word

watch a movie without sound

do the No Pants Subway Ride

write obituaries

read about absurdity

visit abandoned locations

shave your legs then draw on hair

look at microfilm

refer to Cheerios as “Donut Seeds”

stop using your cell phone or social
media at all
show up to a party literally
covered in bells

fall asleep sitting up and drop something
metal to wake yourself up for surreal ideas

high five strangers
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scry

hold a tea party, but with life-size cut-outs
of celebrities instead of people

learn to eat fire

listen to ASMR or make your own

research DADAist art or surrealism

cast a magic circle or a zissurû
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https://uncustomary.org/life-size-cut-celebrity-tea-party/


write an exquisite corpse poem

prove to a surrealist you're not real

save a nihilist

interview someone with synesthesia

get a past life regression

don't believe in straight lines

pick a substitute for clapping

plant wildflowers in vacant lots

pay with $2 bills

make your own commandments

garden naked

put googly eyes on everything
inside your refrigerator

put seeds in cracks in the sidewalk

insist that all blue dresses are gold and all
gold dresses are blue

freeze in place when you’re just walking
around town

smell as many things as you can

learn everything you can about
mushrooms

go to an ashram
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interview a spiritualist

visit something off atlas obscura or roadside
america
participate in or recreate an improv
everywhere scene

frame an ordinary object as a focal
point in your living room
channel little Edie from Grey Gardens for
a day

get lost on purpose
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visit the akashic records

find the weirdest underwater life you can

time travel, make a portal

digress and magpie on purpose

throw stuffed animals a party

stand on a glass floor

cover your fridge

install shag carpet

go spelunking

look at stuff with a microscope

get a claw machine

use opera glasses everywhere

look up and use words only other
languages have

make an Alice In Wonderland room

write reviews for books that don't exist

swim in a pool on a ledge

have sex on a moving object

share good news
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look up to experience awakening

seek out and collect bad art

make your own set of runes

watch strangers (watch you)

eat stuff in shapes you like or themes for
a day
write a riddle with no answer on a sticky
note in public
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explore Japanese culture

use kitsch stuff

put stickers on/in your car

swim at night

say groovy and use old slang

ask what year it is

listen to mash ups

talk to god

lightly press on your eyelids for
hallucinations

perform stand up comedy in
elevators

go in a sensory deprivation tank

install arcade games at home

smoke candy cigarettes

astral project and leave a trace to prove it

earn sign language in your non native
speaking language

read about the quantum string theory

believe both sides

read about failures
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don't read reviews

seek out bad art

tape polaroids under the floor boards

drink water from a tree

watch films with no sound

get two identical clocks and hide one on a
beach and one on a mountain and check
back in 20 years
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make your own aphorism

practice your transatlantic accent

wear masks

have a picnic in a cemetery

look for your birthday on a
gravestone

cause a scene

learn a magic trick

disagree

go smell dating

go to a magic show

go in a sensory deprivation tank

ask/wonder if there's a pre-life

tattoo your skin

act like you're on drugs without being on
them

count serendipities

give yourself and friends GREEN LIGHTS

Google bizarre trivia

go to the Mariana Trench of Bermuda
Triangle
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act like a 5 year old with a budget

fill your windows with art

create obscura

make it so it's X every day (Halloween,
yellow, whatever)

think about what it would be like if you
had a million dollars and then do that 1%
today and start a budget for the bigger
version NOW
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